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I. Introduction1

Q: Please state your name, your position with Q LINK WIRELESS LLC, and your2
business address.3

A: My name is Issa Asad. I am the Chief Executive Officer of Q LINK WIRELESS LLC4
(“Q LINK” or the “Company”). My business address is 499 East Sheridan Street, Suite5
300, Dania, Florida 33004.6

Q: Have you previously submitted testimony in this proceeding?7

A: Yes. I submitted Rebuttal Testimony in this proceeding on December 11, 2013. My8
Rebuttal Testimony is Q LINK Exhibit 1.0.9

Q: What is the purpose of your testimony?10

A: The Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) submitted its rebuttal11
testimony on February 7, 2014.1 The purpose of my testimony is to respond to Staff’s12
Rebuttal Testimony. My testimony will further support the Amended Application of Q13
LINK, seeking designation as a wireless eligible telecommunications carrier (“ETC”) for14
the purpose of receiving Lifeline federal universal service support in Illinois.15

Q: Please summarize the points you will address in your testimony.16

A: Sure. On behalf of Q LINK, I will respond to each point raised in Staff’s Rebuttal17
Testimony to show that:18

1. Q LINK properly identifies its proposed ETC service area;19

2. Q LINK demonstrates its ability to meet Section 214(e)(1);20

3. Q LINK carries its burden of proof for a Section 54.201(h) evaluation;21

4. Q LINK demonstrates a willingness to protect consumers’ interest;22

5. Q LINK establishes that its designation will produce concrete benefits to23
consumers in Illinois;24

6. Q LINK complies with FCC rules;25

7. Q LINK establishes that it is able to comply with Commission rules; and26

8. Q LINK establishes that it is able to meet its wireless 9-1-1 surcharge obligations.27

Q LINK’s submissions in this matter, including this Surrebuttal Testimony, demonstrate28
that the Commission should designate Q LINK as an ETC provider in Illinois.29

1 Rebuttal Testimony of Dr. Qin Liu, Federal Policy Department, Policy Division, Illinois Commerce Commission,
ICC Dkt. No. 12-0095, filed on Feb. 7, 2014 (Staff’s “Rebuttal Testimony” or “Staff Rebuttal Testimony”).
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II. Responses30

A. Identification of Proposed Service Area.31

Q: Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony implies that Q LINK did not adequately identify its32
proposed ETC service area. Does Q LINK identify its proposed service area?33

A: Yes, and Staff’s implication is not accurate. Q LINK’s Application and Amended34
Application contain a list of wire centers, identified by wire center Common Language35
Location Identification (“CLLI”) codes, which constitutes the wire center areas for Q36
LINK’s proposed ETC service area.37

Q: So what is Staff’s concern with the Q LINK’s identification of its Proposed ETC38
service area?39

A: It appears that Staff has decided that it will no longer accept wire center areas or zip code40
designations as proposed ETC service areas.41

Q: Was there a rulemaking or other recent Commission decision preventing the use of42
wire center CLLI or zip codes to identify a proposed ETC service area?43

A: Not to my knowledge. Staff cites to no recent rulemaking or Commission support for its44
decision to reject wire center CLLI designations for a proposed ETC service area.45

Q: Before we examine Staff’s new requirement, please explain the difference between a46
rate center or exchange, on the one hand, and a wire center, on the other hand.47

A: The North American Numbering Plan Administration explains that “A wire center is a48
building in which local switching systems are installed and the outside lines, or wire,49
leading to customer premises is connected to the central office equipment.”2 The area50
surrounding the wire center containing the local lines connecting to the wire center is51
called the wire center perimeter, or wire center servicing area (“wire center area”).3 In52
contrast, a rate center, or exchange,4 is a “geographic area containing one or more wire53
centers, used as the basis to define local and toll-calling area.”554

Therefore, in sum, a wire center area is the geographic area where local lines are55
aggregated, and a rate center is a geographic area used to designate wireline local calling56
areas. Every rate center has at least one wire center area, but many rate centers have57
multiple wire center areas within the rate center.6 Of the two, wire center areas represent58

2 See, e.g., http://www.nanpa.com/relief_planning/FAQs_Area_Code_Relief.pdf, at pg. 7.

3 Id.

4 Rate centers are used to define toll calling areas; an exchange is a geographic areas where all customers within the
area receive the same pricing. H. Newton, Netwon’s Telecom Dictionary, 22nd Updated and Expanded Edition,
2006.

5 Id.

6 Id.
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the smaller of the geographic areas in question because wire center areas often represent59
just a fraction of a rate centers area where the rate center contains multiple wire centers.60

Q: Staff makes clear that it now would like to see rate centers or exchanges used for61
proposed ETC service areas designations, rather than wire center areas. What62
support does Staff provide to substantiate its position that the minimum geographic63
area for ETC service area designations is an exchange, rather than wire center?64

A: Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony cites to Staff’s Direct Testimony,7 which relies on the65
findings in Commission Docket No. 97-0507 that the minimum geographic area that66
Illinois Bell Telephone Company, currently d/b/a AT&T Illinois (“AT&T Illinois”) must67
service to be designated as a wireline ETC, is an exchange area. However, while I’m not68
a lawyer, I understand that the Commission has noted in its subsequent decisions69
approving ETC service areas that, “[w]ith respect to ‘service area’ definitions, the FCC70
which along with the Commission must approve any service area redefinition, has71
declared that it will ‘rigorously apply’ a standard whereby the wire center is the72
appropriate minimum geographic area for ETC designation.”873

Q: Do these more recent Commission orders propose support for the notion that the74
Commission does not rely exclusively on rate centers or exchanges, but has relied on75
wire centers or zip codes to designated a proposed ETC service area?76

A: Yes. For example, in the i-wireless ETC Order, the Commission found that “i-wireless77
proposed a service area consisting of Sprint PCS’ coverage area in Illinois, as specified in78
the zip code list attached as Exhibit A to the Company’s Amendment to its Application,”79
and designated i-wireless’s ETC service area by zip code. And, in the Cricket ETC80
Order, the Commission designated Cricket’s ETC service area based on the ETC81
applicant’s identification of wire center CLLIs along with the associated rate center.982
And, most recently, in January 2014, the Commission looked to wire centers, not rate83

7 Direct Testimony of Dr. Qin Liu, Federal Policy Department, Policy Division, Illinois Commerce Commission,
ICC Dkt. No. 12-0095, filed on October 30, 2014 (Staff’s “Direct Testimony” or “Staff Direct Testimony”).

8 In re i-wireless, LLC d/b/a K-Wireless, LLC d/b/a Access Wireless Application for Designation as an Eligible
Telecommunications Carrier in the State of Illinois for the Limited Purpose of Offering Lifeline Service to Qualified
Households, Order, Dkt. 11-0073 (ICC Apr. 15, 2011) (the “i-wireless ETC Order”) (emphasis added); see also In
re Cricket Communications, Inc. Application for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier, Order,
Dkt. No. 10-0453 (ICC Jul. 11, 2012) (the “Cricket ETC Order”) (“[w]ith respect to ‘service area’ definitions, the
FCC which along with the Commission must approve any service area redefinition, [and] has declared that it will
‘rigorously apply’ a standard whereby the wire center is the appropriate minimum geographic area for ETC
designation.”); In re Telrite Corporation Application for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier in
the State of Illinois for the Limited Purpose of Offering Lifeline Service to Qualified Households, Order, Dkt. 10-
0512 (ICC May 4, 2011) (same).

9 See also Second Amended Application of Cricket Communications, Inc. for Designation as an Eligible
Telecommunications Carrier, ICC Dkt. No. 10-0453, filed February 10, 2011, Exhibit B.
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centers or exchanges when it examined the ETC providers’ service area, stating in the84
USCOC Petition to Relinquish ETC Order10 that:85

Each of the areas to be relinquished is currently served by at least one86
Commission designated ETC. Each wire center listed on Exhibits A and87
B, attached to the petition, is serviced by an ILEC with ETC status. Also,88
many of the wire centers in the areas to be relinquished are served by89
another wireless ETC.90

Q: With respect to Q LINK’s request for ETC designation in rural areas, does the FCC91
provide any guidance on the appropriate geographic designation for ETC service92
areas?93

A: Yes. In the FCC’s Highland Cellular Order, the Commission held that “a rural telephone94
company’s wire center is an appropriate minimum geographic area for ETC95
designation.”11 The FCC has affirmed this decision on multiple occasions.1296

Q: Does the FCC’s rural ETC service area analysis require an ETC petitioner to97
identify proposed ETC service areas by wire center?98

A: Yes.1399

Q: So the use of wire center areas to designate proposed ETC service areas is100
widespread and is well-established before the Commission and the FCC. Do you101
believe that Staff is arguing for a change in the way an ETC applicant should102
designate their proposed ETC service area?103

A: Yes. My understanding of Staff’s position is that it will only accept exchange-based or104
rate center-based proposed ETC designations. I find it significant that the Commission’s105
recent analysis relating to ETC service areas concentrated on whether ETC providers106
cover wire center areas, not exchanges, when it evaluated the sufficiency of an ETC107

10 USCOC of Central Illinois, LLC, Petition to Partially Relinquish its Designation as an Eligible
Telecommunications Carrier under 47 U.S.C. § 214(e)(2), Dkt. No. 13-0480, Order (ICC Jan. 7, 2014) (the
“USCOC Petition to Relinquish ETC Order”).

11 In the Matter of Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service Highland Cellular, Inc. Petition for Designation
as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier in the Commonwealth of Virginia, CC Dkt. No. 96-45, Memorandum
Opinion and Order, 19 FCC Rcd. 6422, ¶ 33 (rel. Apr. 12, 2004) (the “Highland Cellular Order”).

12 See In the Matter of Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, CC Docket No. 96-45, Report and Order, 20
FCC Rcd. 6371, ¶ 77 (rel. Mar. 17, 2005); In the Mater of Telecommunications Carriers Eligible for Universal
Service Support Standing Rock Telecommunications, Inc. Petition for Designation as an Eligible
Telecommunications Carrier Petition of Standing Rock Telecommunications, Inc. to Redefine Rural Service Areas,
WC Dkt. No. 09-197, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 25 FCC Rcd. 12388, ¶¶25, 26 fn. 64 (rel. Aug. 24, 2010);
In the Matter of Telecommunications Carriers Eligible for Universal Service Support Petition for Designation as an
Eligible Telecommunications Carrier Petition of Standing Rock Telecommunications, Inc. to Redefine Rural Service
Areas, WC Dkt. No. 09-197, Memorandum Opinion and Order on Reconsideration, 26 FCC Rcd. 9160, ¶8 fn. 22
(rel. Jun. 22, 2011).

13 See, supra, fn. 11 & 12.
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service area.14 I don’t think it can be disputed that Staff’s testimony makes an argument108
to alter the established practice of using wire center areas for ETC service area109
designations. However, no current Commission rule or requirement rejects using wire110
center CLLI designations or zip codes for a proposed ETC service area and, frankly, no111
ETC applicant, including Q LINK, was provided notice of Staff’s decision to impose112
such a requirement.113

Q: Is use of rate centers or exchanges better than use of wire center areas?114

A: In my opinion, no. A single wire center area is often a smaller geographic designation115
than single rate centers, so identifying a wire center area is usually a more precise116
identification of what the proposed geographic service area will be. Further, the use of117
wire centers may also prove important for wireless carriers seeking ETC designation118
because the underlying wireless coverage may be limited to only one or two wire center119
areas in certain exchanges. In addition, the Commission’s 1997 decision to designate120
AT&T Illinois’ ETC application based on a wireline exchange has no bearing on a121
wireless geographic territory.122

Q: Had Q LINK been aware of Staff’s new exchange-based service areas designation123
requirements, would Q LINK have submitted rate center or exchanges with its124
initial Application and Amended Application instead of wire center CLLI125
destinations?126

A: Yes, of course. It is unreasonable to expect an applicant to comply with unannounced,127
post hoc requirements. By “post hoc requirements,” I mean requirements originating in128
Staff’s testimony after Q LINK filed its initial Application, Q LINK relied on prior129
Commission decisions in submitting is Application. However, Staff’s announcement of130
this new requirement attempts to alter the industry practice and the Commission’s prior131
wireless ETC designation orders. Had the Commission issued a rule detailing Staff’s new132
requirement, or had Staff issued guidance to the industry detailing such a requirement, Q133
LINK would have designated its proposed ETC service area in the format Staff now134
seeks and would have identified which partial exchanges were intended to be included in135
its proposed ETC service area. No such rule or guidance was issued or communicated.136

Q: Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony states that Q LINK “has repeatedly pledged in its137
petitions to provide an exchange-based identification of its proposed ETC service138
area…” while citing to Q LINK’s initial Application and Amended Application. 15 Is139
Staff’s characterization of Q LINK’s application accurate?140

A: No. In its initial Application, Q LINK’s Condition No. 5 states: “Applicant does not have141
access to a list of exchanges in which it seeks wireless ETC designation; however,142
Applicant has provided a list of Illinois ILECs and zip codes in its coverage area (see143

14 See, supra, fn. 10.

15 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 5:104-105 (emphasis added).
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Exhibit 6).”16 Further, in its Amended Application, Q LINK affirmatively states that “Q144
LINK requests designation as an ETC in Sprint’s coverage area in Illinois, as specified in145
the wire center list and coverage maps attached as Exhibit 6.”17 Q LINK’s applications146
make clear that it is proposing its ETC service area on the basis of wire center area147
designations.148

Q: Why then does Staff assert that Q LINK pledged to provide an exchange-based149
identification of its proposed ETC service area?150

A: Because in Q LINK’s Amended Application, Q LINK modified the language of151
Condition No. 5 from its initial Application to state that “Applicant has provided the152
following information regarding its requested ETC areas with its ETC application: … A153
list of exchanges in which it seeks wireless ETC designation, including but not limited to154
the names of the exchanges and the names of the ILECs operation in the exchanges…”18155

Q: Did Q LINK provide such a list to Staff?156

A: Yes, but it was not attached to the Amended Application. Attached to Q LINK’s Rebuttal157
Testimony,19 as Q LINK Exhibit 1.2, Q LINK identified exchanges associated with the158
wire center CLLI designations used to represent Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area.20159
Indeed Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony specifically takes issue with the list of exchanges160
provided.21 Therefore, it is not accurate for Staff to argue that Q LINK did not fulfill its161
pledge to provide “a list of exchanges” as stated under Condition No. 5 in its Amended162
Application. Further, it is a misstatement of Condition No. 5 to assert, as Staff does, that163
Q LINK promised “to provide an exchange-based identification of its proposed ETC164
service area” as the text of Condition No. 5 clearly states that Q LINK would merely165
provide a list of exchanges associated with its wire center area-based proposed166
designation, not an exchange-based service area designation.167

Q: Staff argues that Q LINK did not include an “exchange-based” identification of its168
proposed service area in its initial Application,22 but you’ve stated that Q LINK’s169
initial Application never committed to identifying Q LINK’s proposed service area170
by exchange. How do you explain the discrepancy?171

A: I can’t explain the discrepancy. Staff’s Direct Testimony states:172

16 Q LINK Wireless LLC’s Application for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier in the State of
Illinois, ICC Dkt. No. 12-0095, filed Feb. 3, 2012 (the “Application”), at pg. 17.

17 Q LINK Wireless LLC’s Amended Application for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier in the
State of Illinois, ICC Dkt. No. 12-0095, filed Dec. 13, 2013 (the “Amended Application”), at pg. 12.

18 Amended Application, at pg. 17.

19 Rebuttal Testimony of Issa Asad, Chief Executive Officer Q LINK Wireless LLC, ICC Dkt. No. 12-0095, filed on
Dec. 11, 2013 (Q LINK’s “Rebuttal Testimony” or “Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony”).

20 Q LINK Exhibit 1.2.

21 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 7:144-8:176.

22 Id. at 6:113-123.
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Q Link pledges on pages 16-17 of its Petition compliance with the precondition173
that “Applicant has provided” with the Petition: (i) names of exchanges in which174
it seeks ETC designation and ILECs operating in the exchanges….23175

However, Q LINK made no such pledge. Indeed, quite the contrary, in fact, because Q176
LINK actually said in its initial Application:177

5. Applicant will submit the following information regarding its requested178
ETC areas with its ETC application:179

A. Applicant does not have access to a list of exchanges in which it180
seeks wireless ETC designation; however, Applicant has provided a list of181
IL ILECs and zip codes in its coverage area (see Exhibit 6).24182

Staff’s Direct Testimony cites to Q LINK’s initial Application pages 16 through 17 as a basis183
for its testimony, but Q LINK made no such commitment in the initial Application.184

Q: Did Q LINK make a commitment to provide a list of exchanges in its initial185
Application in Condition No. 5?186

A: No, because Q LINK intended to rely on zip codes as the basis of its ETC designation187
area, and as the language I quoted from the initial Application makes clear, “Applicant188
does not have access to a list of exchanges in which it seeks wireless ETC designation.”25189

Q: Q LINK could not have “fulfilled its commitment” in Condition No. 5 in its initial190
Application, because the commitment to provide a list of exchanges was not yet191
made?192

A: Correct. Q LINK did not commit to providing a list of exchanges in Condition No. 5 until193
its December 13, 2012 Amended Application.194

Q: Is Staff incorrect that the initial Application was an “opportunit[y] to fulfill this195
pledge”?196

A: Yes, Staff is incorrect because Q LINK had not yet made the pledge in Condition No. 5 at197
the time of the initial Application.198

Q: What about in Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony? Could Q LINK have fulfilled its199
commitment in Condition No. 5 through its Rebuttal Testimony?200

A: Yes, and as I described earlier, Q LINK did provide a list of exchanges as Q LINK201
Exhibit 1.2. Condition No. 5 expressly states that Q LINK would provide “[a] list of202
exchanges in in which it seeks wireless ETC designation.”203

23 Staff Direct Testimony, 68:1478-1480.

24 Application, at pg. 17.

25 Id. at pg. 17.
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Q: Let’s turn to what Q LINK submitted with its Rebuttal Testimony, Q LINK Exhibit204
1.2. Staff argues that the Q LINK’s Exhibit 1.2 is not an “exchanged-based205
identified of its proposed ETC service area.”26 How do you respond?206

A: Condition No. 5 is not premised on an “exchange-based” service area, it merely pledges207
that Q LINK will identify the exchanges associated with its proposed (wire center area-208
based) service area. Q LINK’s initial Application and Amended Application makes clear209
that Q LINK is seeking ETC designation by wire center. Exhibit 1.2 fulfilled the210
Amended Applications’ Condition No. 5 pledge by providing the list of exchanges211
associated with the wire centers used to designate Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area.212
Nowhere in Q LINK’s initial Application or Amended Application does Q LINK commit213
to discarding the use of wire centers for its proposed ETC service area designation in214
favor of rate centers or exchanges. However, Exhibit 1.2 squarely refutes Staff’s215
testimony that Q LINK did not satisfy its pledge to provide a list of exchanges as part of216
Condition No. 5.217

Q: Staff also raises a number of other issues with Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area218
designation. For example, Staff argues that Q LINK’s discovery responses219
improperly identify ILEC legal names and proper exchange names,27 and only220
identify partial rate centers in its proposed ETC service area.28 How do you221
respond?222

A: Q LINK has reviewed the list of wire centers identified in its applications and in response223
to data requests, and realizes that there were errors identifying its proposed ETC service224
area. These errors included identifying which wire centers were included in the proposed225
ETC service area designation, and which wire centers were excluded from the proposed226
service area. Q LINK has rectified these errors, and attaches Exhibit 2.1, which identifies227
the wire center areas constituting Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area.228

Q: Please describe what Exhibit 2.1 represents.229

A: Exhibit 2.1 shows the geographic areas of (i) wire center areas for AT&T Illinois, Frontier230
North, Inc.- IL, Frontier Communications of the Carolinas, Inc.- IL, but only to the extent231
that the (ii) Sprint PCS provides sufficient wireless coverage in the wire center area. That232
is Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area.233

Q: Do you believe that Exhibit 2.1 satisfies the Staff’s new exchange-based ETC service234
area designation requirements?235

A: Exhibit 2.1 is not an exchange-based proposed ETC service area. I continue to believe236
that solely identifying the wire center areas is sufficient under Commission decisions to237
identify a proposed ETC service area. However, Q LINK has added the exchanges names238

26 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 7:150-151.

27 Id. at 10:208-11:244.

28 Id. at 9:177-200.
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and rate center names. This information is provided from the national Local Exchange239
Routing Guide (“LERG”) and is assigned to the wire center areas Q LINK seeks to240
include in its proposed ETC service area designation. However, Q LINK provides this241
information merely because of Staff’s new requirement, not because Q LINK is seeking242
to identify an “exchanged-based” proposed ETC service area.243

Q: Staff is also concerned that partial exchanges were identified in the proposed service244
area. Is there any prohibition against designating an ETC’s service area as partially245
covering an exchange or rate center?246

A: No, this is yet another new Staff ETC requirement of which no one in the industry was247
aware before Staff issued its direct testimony in this matter. Again, the exchange areas248
correspond to wireline services that were established to fit a wireline rate design. As long249
as there is sufficient wireless coverage in a wire center area, Q LINK can provide250
supported services to that area. The wire center areas listed in Q LINK’s proposed ETC251
service area only include those wire center areas that are sufficiently covered by Sprint252
PCS for Q LINK to provide supported services. And, because some exchanges include253
wire centers that do not have sufficient Sprint PCS coverage in some (but not all) wire254
centers, Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area includes only those portions of exchanges255
or rate centers that have sufficient wireless coverage.256

Q: In light of Q LINK’s revision to its proposed ETC service area, how would you257
describe Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area?258

A: Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area will be only those wire centers listed in Exhibit259
2.1, which are AT&T Illinois, Frontier North, Inc.- IL, and Frontier Communications of260
the Carolinas, Inc.- IL wire center areas with sufficient Sprint PCS’s wireless coverage261
area for Q LINK to provide supported services.262

Q: Staff also states that it is concerned that Q LINK is seeking designations in263
exchanges where some of the wire center areas are not included in Q LINK’s264
wireless grant of authority by the Commission.29 How do you respond?265

A: Upon closer review of Staff Exhibit 1.2 and Q LINK’s response to Staff’s data requests,266
Q LINK realizes that it was not clear on the authority granted by the Commission in267
Docket No. 11-0739 by identifying those seven areas. In response to data requests, Q268
LINK identified several wire centers and exchanges as areas not “covered by Sprint,269
Verizon, and AT&T,” which is the area Q LINK requested in its prepaid wireless270
certification application. Q LINK’s response is incorrect as Sprint PCS provides coverage271
in the Palatine and Naperville rate centers, and are within Q LINK’s wireless certification272
authority. The Commission’s grant of authority did not exclude the seven areas identified273
in Q LINK’s response. Q LINK has amended its response to these data requests.274

29 Id. at 11:248-12:264.
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Q: So Q LINK’s response to Staff’s data request on this issue is incorrect. Can you275
provide a list of “areas” in Illinois that are excluded from Q LINK’s grant of276
wireless authority?277

A: Yes. Q LINK’s amended response to Staff’s Data Request shows the wire center areas for278
AT&T Illinois where no Sprint PCS wireless service is available.279

Q: Did Q LINK intend to seek ETC designation in wire center areas in which it does280
not have authorization?281

A: No. The Commission granted Q LINK prepaid wireless authority in Illinois with a similar282
service area designation as the proposed ETC service area in its Amended Application.283
However, Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area excludes wire center areas where Sprint284
PCS does not provide sufficient wireless coverage for Q LINK to provide supported285
services. Attached as Exhibit 2.2 is the list of wire center areas where Sprint PCS either286
does not provide wireless coverage (and is therefore outside Q LINK’s authorization) or287
does not provide sufficient wireless authority in an AT&T Illinois, Frontier North, Inc.-288
IL, and Frontier Communications of the Carolinas, Inc.- IL wire center areas.289

Q: Does Staff raise additional concerns about Q LINK’s designation of its proposed290
ETC service area?291

A: Yes, Staff raises three additional issues relating to Q LINK’s proposed ETC service292
area.30 First, Staff indicates that Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area does not properly293
identify the ILEC that operates the wire centers that are identified. Staff’s concern relates294
to the legal name of the ILEC. As I described earlier, the current legal name of each295
ILEC is provided in Exhibit 2.1. However, I would explain that the names Q LINK296
previously provided were the official ILEC name as designated by each wire center in the297
LERG, the national routing database. In other words, the ILEC names in the prior wire298
center lists were not the current legal names because the ILECs have not updated their299
names in the LERG.300

Second, Staff states that Q LINK failed to provide the “names of exchanges” associated301
with the wire centers it identified. Just as Q LINK was unaware of Staff’s exchange302
requirement before its testimony in this matter, Q LINK was unaware of Staff’s decision303
to require the names of exchanges associated with each wire center in a proposed ETC304
service area designation. No Commission rule or requirement imposes such a305
requirement. Nonetheless Q LINK’s proposed service area designation in Exhibit 2.1306
provides the names of exchanges associated with Q LINK’s proposed wire center area-307
based proposed ETC service area. Q LINK continues to identify the names of the wire308
centers by CLLI code, the industry accepted convention, as Staff’s concern appears309
limited to exchanges.310

Lastly, Staff states that it has a concern “about Q LINK’s inability to accurately describe311
it proposed ETC service area.” I do not believe this is a fair criticism. Q LINK did not312

30 Id. at 9:177-12:264.
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anticipate Staff requirements established in direct testimony in an initial application.313
And, in fact, Staff’s own testimony rebuts its concerns on this point when it314
acknowledges that “Staff’s direct testimony, as the term conveys, is the place where Staff315
presents, for the first time, its analyses, findings and recommendations to the316
Commission.” Since Staff refused to share its new ETC service area requirements with Q317
LINK or the industry until its testimony in this matter, any concern about Q LINK’s non-318
compliance with these new requirements is misplaced.319

Q: Has Q LINK provided a properly identified proposed ETC service area?320

A: Yes. First, Exhibit 2.1 identifies Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area by wire center321
area. Further, I would note that Staff’s refusal to provide the industry guidance on their322
new requirements, the lack of Commission rules or requirements establishing such323
requirements, and Staff’s insistence on promulgating these requirements in its testimony324
(and as expanded in its rebuttal) mitigate against any Staff argument that Q LINK has had325
opportunities to comply with Staff’s new requirements.326

B. Ability to Offer Supported Services throughout ETC Service Area.327

Q: Does Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony express a concern about Q LINK’s ability to328
provide supported services throughout its proposed ETC service area?329

A: Yes. Staff first states that Q LINK is seeking designation as an ETC in an area in which330
Q LINK has not received wireless authority from the Commission,31 and has identified331
wire center areas where Sprint PCS provides only partial wireless coverage or where the332
providing ILEC did not match Q LINK’s service area designation in the Amended333
Application.32 As I explained earlier, Staff’s arguments are based on data request334
responses and submissions from Q LINK, which Q LINK has now corrected. Further, Q335
LINK requests that its proposed ETC service area include only those wire center areas to336
the extent that Sprint PCS’s wireless coverage covers the wire center. Q LINK has no337
intention of seeking ETC designation in wire center areas where its underlying wireless338
provider cannot provide service or were Q LINK does not have authority to provide339
wireless service. Lastly, to clarify, Q LINK’s proposed ETC service area only identifies340
AT&T Illinois, Frontier North, Inc.- IL, and Frontier Communications of the Carolinas,341
Inc.- IL wire centers to the extent sufficiently covered by Sprint PCS service for Q LINK342
to provide supported services, as its proposed ETC service area. Because Q LINK has343
authority from the Commission to provide wireless service to that area, and has an344
executed agreement to resell Sprint PCS service, Q LINK has the ability to provide345
supported services throughout its proposed ETC service area.346

Q: Does Staff raise any other concerns about Q LINK’s ability to provide supported347
services throughout its ETC service area?348

31 Id. at 12:273-30:292; 16:348-358.

32 Id. at 13:293-14:308; 16:359-17:373.
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A: Yes. Staff testifies that “Q LINK does not provide wireless service in Illinois” and349
concludes that “Q LINK cannot possibly present, and has not presented, evidence that it350
provides wireless services in any part of Illinois, let alone throughout it proposed ETC351
service area in Illinois.”33 There are several issues with Staff’s conclusion. First, Staff’s352
testimony fails to fully respond to its own question, which must necessarily include an353
analysis of whether Q LINK “has the ability to provide” supported services, not just354
whether Q LINK has provided services. Second, as I testified in my rebuttal testimony, Q355
LINK has the ability to provide supported services by virtue of the Commission’s grant356
of authority. Further, Q LINK provided an executed agreement with an underlying357
provider who currently provides wireless services in Illinois, that being Sprint PCS.34358
Moreover, I have testified that Q LINK has successfully operated under the terms of its359
wholesale agreement with Sprint PCS in several other states. Q LINK therefore has360
demonstrated that it has the ability to provide supported services throughout its proposed361
ETC service area. Third, Staff’s conclusion appears based on its premise that only362
current providers operating in Illinois have the ability to provide supported services.363
There is no Commission requirement or rule to which Staff can point to justify its stance364
that only current wireless providers in Illinois are eligible to be designated as a wireless365
ETC provider.366

Q: Aside from not currently operating in Illinois, to what evidence does Staff point to367
justify its claim that Q LINK is unable to provide supported services throughout its368
proposed ETC service area?369

A: Aside from Staff’s concern about Q LINK not operating in Illinois, currently, Staff relies370
exclusively on errors in Q LINK’s data request responses and submissions relating to Q371
LINK’s identification of its proposed ETC service area. For example, Staff states that372
prior lists of wire center areas included areas which Q LINK states were omitted from its373
Commission grant of wireless authority. As I described above, this response to Staff’s374
data request was in error and has now been corrected. Further, Staff argues that some of375
the wire center areas in prior lists included wire center areas that are only partially376
covered by Sprint PCS wireless coverage. Also as explained above, Q LINK’s proposed377
ETC service area is only those wire center areas where Sprint PCS provides sufficient378
wireless coverage.379

Q: Does correction of the issues raised in Staff’s testimony provide grounds to conclude380
Q LINK is unable to provide supported services throughout the proposed ETC381
service area?382

A: No. Staff has made clear that it will not communicate unknown errors in Q LINK’s383
submissions outside of its testimony in the matter. However, once Staff raises an384
inadvertent or unknown error in an ETC applicant’s submissions, Staff must surely385
realize that its position of no communication will result in the ETC applicant correcting386
the error through the applicant’s own testimony. Further, addressing these errors does not387

33 Id. at 14:315-316, 15:317-319 (emphasis in original).

34 See Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 6:151-7:160.
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in any way take away from the fact that Q LINK is able (i.e., has the ability) to provide388
supported services throughout its proposed ETC service area because (1) the Commission389
has granted it authority to provide wireless service throughout Q LINK’s proposed ETC390
service area, and (2) Q LINK has provided evidence of a wireless resale agreement with391
Sprint PCS demonstrating that Q LINK can provide supported services in the proposed392
ETC service area. Therefore, Q LINK has the ability to provide supported services393
throughout its proposed ETC service area.394

Q: But Staff asserts that Q LINK made revisions to its proposed ETC service area395
several times during these proceedings. Does this demonstrate that Q LINK is396
unavailable to identify whether a potential Lifeline customer is within its proposed397
ETC service area?398

A: No, not at all. First, Staff’s new “exchange-based only” requirements relating to399
proposed ETC service areas resulted in confusion because the requirements stand counter400
to recent Commission and FCC findings, and industry practice. Second, Q LINK will use401
zip codes to identify whether a potential Lifeline customer is eligible to apply for Lifeline402
services in Illinois, not iterations of rate centers, wire center areas or exchanges. That is403
precisely why Q LINK submitted a list of zip codes with its initial Application.35404

Q: Staff also raises a number of issues with the maps provided as Exhibit 1.3 to Q405
LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony. How do you respond?406

A: Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony claims that the maps previously provided are inaccurate, and407
the degree of inaccuracy is not provided by Q LINK.36 The accuracy of the maps does not408
provide evidence that Q LINK is unable to provide supported services, as Staff argues.409
As explained in Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony, “[t]he maps were created by Sprint’s410
mapping team and were provided to Q LINK on a CD upon Q LINK’s request.”37 Staff’s411
apparent conclusion that Q LINK lacks technical expertise based on the inaccuracy of the412
maps is therefore more a statement about Sprint PCS, rather than Q LINK. Further, I413
highly doubt Staff means to question Sprint PCS’s technical abilities.414

Rather, it seems apparent that Staff’s arguments relating to Q LINK’s maps concern Q415
LINK’s disagreement with Staff as to the use of wire center areas rather than exchanges416
to identify a proposed ETC service area.38 Despite Staff’s recognition that Q LINK417
provided maps by wire center area, Staff insists on evaluating the maps as if they were418
submitted as maps of exchanges.39 For example, Staff takes issue with the maps because419

35 Application, Exhibit 6.

36 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 17:374-18:440.

37 See id., at 7:157-159.

38 See, e.g., id. at 17:376-378 (“Q LINK provides wireless coverage information by wire center and for each WC
CLLI code identified in column WC_Code; it does not provide wireless coverage information by exchange.”).

39 Staff is correct that Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony inadvertently identifies the maps as “display[ing] the
exchanges in the proposed ETC service areas.” Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 15:336-16:346. Yet, this inadvertent
error does not take away from the fact that Staff immediately recognized that the maps are wire center-based (see,
supra, fn. 36) but yet still insisted on evaluating the maps as if there were intended to be exchange-based.
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they “show[ ] the 8-digit WC CLLI code and boundary of the wire center …, but not the420
names and boundaries of the exchanges served out of the wire center.”40 Similarly, Staff421
argues that the map boundaries do not show certain exchanges bifurcating wire center422
areas.41 Staff therefore refuses to evaluate the maps because they do not conform to423
Staff’s new exchanged-based only proposed ETC service area requirement. Since Q424
LINK’s proposed ETC service area is wire center area-based, there is no need to show425
rate center boundaries bifurcating the wire center areas, nor is there a need to show the426
names and boundaries of exchanges.427

Each of the maps provided by Q LINK show Sprint PCS’s wireless coverage in a wire428
center area in which Q LINK seeks to be designated as an ETC provider, as modified by429
Q LINK Exhibit 2.1. Further, to the extent that the same wire centers remain in Q LINK’s430
Exhibit 2.1 service area wire center list, these maps continue to be operative.431

Q: Please provide a summary comment regarding Q LINK’s ability to provide432
supported services throughout its proposed ETC service area.433

A: Q LINK has proven it has the ability to provide supported services, notwithstanding434
Staff’s refusal to consider Q LINK’s wire center area-based proposed ETC service area.435
Q LINK has established that it can provide supported services throughout its proposed436
ETC service area because (1) the Commission has granted it authority to provide wireless437
service in the designated area, (2) Q LINK has a wireless resale agreement with Sprint438
PCS, and (3) Q LINK operates successfully in 24 other states under this resale agreement.439

C. Section 54.201(h) Evaluation.440

Q: Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony provides testimonial evidence relating to (1)441
enforcement actions and ETC revocation proceedings against Q LINK in any442
state;42 (2) Q LINK’s experience in providing services for which it seeks designation443
to non-Lifeline customers in Illinois;43 (3) how long Q LINK has been in business in444
Illinois;44 and (4) Q LINK’s ability to generate non-USF-sourced revenue in445
Illinois,45 among other evidence. Why did Q LINK provide testimonial evidence446
relating to these items?447

A: As Staff’s Direct Testimony recognizes, these factors were established by the FCC as “a448
framework for the Commission to perform financial and technical capability evaluations449
under §54.201(h) of the FCC rules.”46 Staff further highlighted their importance by450

40 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 17:382-385.

41 Id. at 17:374-18:422.

42 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, at 10:235-238.

43 Id. at 10:239-257.

44 Id. at 11:258-270.

45 Id. at 11:271-13:306.

46 Staff Direct Testimony, 13:304-305.
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reciting the FCC’s factors in its Direct Testimony again, as applied to Q LINK’s451
Application.47452

Q: Does Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony take issue with Q LINK’s testimonial evidence as to453
these factors?454

A: No. Instead, Staff states that these criteria are merely “general guidelines” and455
concentrates its Rebuttal Testimony on several criteria it first annunciated in its Direct456
Testimony in this action.48 Staff’s Direct Testimony identifies the following criteria for457
evaluating an ETC Petition under Section 54.201(h):49458

1. “the Commission should consider Q Link’s wireless service record in459
Illinois starting at least six month prior to the submission of its ETC460
petition”;461

2. “if its Illinois service record (starting at least six month prior to the462
submission of its ETC petition) is inadequate (marginally), the463
Commission should consider its wireless service records in other states464
starting at least six months prior to ETC designation in other states”;465

3. “as a condition for designation, the Commission should require Q Link to466
maintain a post-designation non-Lifeline ratio of 20% (or above) on an467
ongoing basis in Illinois”;468

4. “the Commission should consider Q Link’s financial statements for at469
least one fiscal year prior to the submission of its ETC petition”;470

5. “the Commission should require Q Link to state in the ETC petition471
whether it has been subject to any enforcement action or ETC revocation472
proceeding in any state”; and473

6. “the Commission should examine Q Link’s compliance record in Illinois474
starting at least six months prior to the submission of its ETC petition and475
assess, based on the compliance record, its ability to comply with rules476
and laws and FCC/ICC requirements in general and its ability to meet its477
E911 surcharge obligations in particular”.478

In addition, in its Rebuttal Testimony, Staff adds a seventh requirement:50479

7. “Q Link must satisfy each of the [six] evaluation criteria and demonstrate,480
based upon its wireless track record in Illinois, that it is able to compete481
for wireless end user customers in Illinois without access to subsidies.”482

47 Id. at 24:537-544.

48 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 20:466-471.

49 Staff Direct Testimony, 29:652-31:695.

50 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 21:475-481.
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Q: What authority does Staff rely on for these seven specific factors relating to Section483
54.201(h)?484

A: None. Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony states that these criteria are “[c]onsistent with FCC485
guidelines (provided in the Lifeline Reform Order)”51 and Staff’s Direct Testimony also486
makes general statements asserting that these criteria are “consistent with the FCC487
guidelines” for the Commission’s §54.201(h) evaluations.”52488

Q: Does Q LINK know what Staff means when it says that its new seven criteria489
evaluation under Section 54.201(h) are “consistent with” the FCC guidelines?490

A: No. It is not clear how Staff derived its guidelines from the FCC’s rule. There are no491
FCC rulemakings or decisions establishing the seven specific criteria Staff identifies.492
Further, there are no Commission rulemakings or prior ETC decisions establishing the493
seven criteria Staff now identifies as Section 54.201(h) requirements. In fact, the only494
reference in either Staff’s Direct Testimony or Rebuttal Testimony relating to these seven495
criteria is to the general FCC Lifeline Reform Order53 and to two prior Commission496
decisions where “Staff has recommended a minimum of six-month service record in497
Illinois as a perquisite to be considered for ETC designation.”54 Staff does not inform Q498
LINK or the industry what factors it evaluated in arriving at these very specific Section499
54.201(h) evaluation criteria, and fails to point to any studies or evaluated tools used to500
arrive at the criteria. For example, Staff’s requirement that the Commission should501
impose a “post-designation non-Lifeline ratio of 20% (or above) on an ongoing basis in502
Illinois” appears to be randomly chosen. Further, the requirement that post-designation503
Lifeline sales be limited to hard threshold fails to account for market and sales variables504
over the course of the year. Staff is silent as to why it decided on these specific criteria.505
Why did Staff choose a 20%, as opposed to 25% or 15%? Staff does not provide any506
justification for imposing its seven new Section 54.201(h) requirements on ETC507
petitioners, aside from Staff’s assertion that it believes the criteria are “consistent with”508
the Lifeline Reform Order.509

Q: Does the FCC or any state public utility commission use the seven Section 54.201(h)510
criteria proposed by Staff, or any variation thereof?511

A: No, not that I’m aware of. Neither the FCC nor any state has implemented the seven512
criteria Staff now asserts are threshold requirements for ETC designation. Further, the513
Commission in Illinois has never required any of the factors presented by Staff in its514
Direct Testimony as a threshold requirement for ETC designation.515

51 Id. at 20:474-21:475.

52 Staff Direct Testimony, 28:640-641.

53 In the Matter of Lifeline and Link Up Reform and Modernization, Lifeline and Link Up, Federal-State Joint Board
on Universal Service, Advancing Broadband Availability through Digital Literacy Training, WC Dkt. Nos. 11-42,
03-109, 96-45, 12-23, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 27 FCC Rcd. 6656 (rel. Feb.
6, 2012) (“Lifeline Reform Order”).

54 Staff Direct Testimony, 23:516-517.
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Q: Let’s discuss Staff’s premise that an ETC applicant must operate in Illinois for six-516
months before petitioning for ETC designation. Is it possible to make a business517
case that an ETC applicant can operate profitably without providing Lifeline, even518
though it does not operate in Illinois?519

A: Yes. Again, Staff provides no justification for its position beyond its contention that it is520
“consistent with” FCC guidelines. In its Direct Testimony, Staff cites the following FCC521
findings in the Lifeline Reform Order as authority for its contention that a carrier must522
operate in the state before applying for ETC designation:523

Among the relevant considerations for such a showing would be whether524
the applicant previously offered services to non-Lifeline consumers, how525
long it has been in business, whether the applicant intends to rely526
exclusively on USF disbursements to operate, whether the applicant527
receives or will receive revenue from other sources, and whether it has528
been subject to enforcement action or ETC revocation proceedings in any529
state.55530

Staff testifies that it interprets this provision from the Lifeline Reform Order to support its531
position because of the inclusion of “in any state” only with respect to the reference to532
“enforcement action or ETC revocation proceedings,” but not in the other series list of533
relevant considerations.56 While I’m not a lawyer, I believe that the inclusion of “in any534
state” at the end of a series list could also reasonably be interpreted to mean the phrase535
“in any state” applies to all items in the series list.536

In any case, Staff’s decision to impose a requirement that ETC petitioners must537
demonstrate financial and technical abilities only by reference to continuing operations538
within the state is novel, and has not been required by other states, the FCC or even this539
Commission. Unsurprisingly, Staff cites to no FCC or Commission ruling applying the540
seven criteria it now proposes or requiring in-state operations to demonstrate technical541
and financial abilities. Instead, Staff relies on its own testimonial arguments in other542
dockets, neither of which were adopted by the Commission because one ETC applicant543
withdrew its petition and the other applicant’s petition is still pending.57544

As I described in my Rebuttal Testimony, Q LINK is technically and financially capable545
of providing Lifeline service without subsidies, because, among other reasons, Q LINK546
has successfully deployed its business plan in 24 other states without exclusive reliance547
on Lifeline subsidies.58548

55 Staff Direct Testimony, 13:306-312, citing Lifeline Reform Order, ¶ 388 (emphasis added).

56 Id. at 14:316-332.

57 For Docket No. 11-0440, see http://www.icc.illinois.gov/docket/Documents.aspx?no=11-0440; for Docket No.
11-0488, see http://www.icc.illinois.gov/docket/Documents.aspx?no=11-0488 .

58 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 10:239-14:337.
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Q: You provided a detailed description concerning Q LINK’s prior management549
experience and financial resources in your Rebuttal Testimony.59 How does Staff550
respond?551

A: Staff discounts Q LINK’s technical and managerial experience prior to the incorporation552
of Q LINK, and apparently limits its analysis to whether senior staff at Q LINK have553
provided service to end users in Illinois. Staff explains that “[t]he number of years its554
individual employees have worked for other entities are not, by themselves, proof that Q555
Link has – or has not [sic] – the ability to compete for wireless end user customers556
without access to subsidies.”60 Further, Staff states that “the fundamental fact remains: Q557
Link has not successfully competed for wireless end user customers in Illinois…”61558

Once again, Staff’s interpretation misconstrues the requirements of the Lifeline Reform559
Order by unnecessarily limiting its analysis to Illinois-only operations before Q LINK’s560
ETC Application. The Lifeline Reform Order does not state that an ETC applicant must561
demonstrate “technical and financial capability” to end users in the state of the562
application before applying for ETC designation, as the Staff now requires. Staff’s undue563
limitation on its own ability to analyze a company’s technical and financial abilities is564
self-imposed, and without Commission and FCC direction (despite Staff’s belief that is it565
“consistent with” the Lifeline Reform Order).566

Q: What is the effect of Staff’s insistence on only examining Illinois-based technical and567
financial information?568

A: Presumably, the effect will be to delay or deny new market entrants the ability to compete569
for and provide Lifeline services to Illinois customers. Further, Staff’s decision to impose570
the seven criteria it details in its Direct Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony, as well as a571
six-month pre-petition operations requirement, is discriminatory to smaller carriers and572
new market entrants because existing ETC designees are not and were not subject to the573
same standards.574

Q: Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony also expresses a primary concern that Q LINK must575
demonstrate that it has the ability to compete in the Illinois marketplace without576
Lifeline subsidies. How do you respond?577

A: Well, Q LINK and all Lifeline providers must commit to a complete pass through of the578
Lifeline subsidies to end user customers. Therefore, Staff’s Section 54.201(h) analysis579
really requires a demonstration that an ETC applicant’s business plan will succeed in the580
Illinois wireless marketplace regardless of the Lifeline subsidy. I find it odd that Staff581
feels empowered to be able to pick and choose which carriers’ business plans will be582
successful in the marketplace. The way the market works is that carriers who do not583
provide a competitive plan and superior customer service to customers in the584

59 Id. at 15:353-17:402.

60 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 26:586-589.

61 Id. at 27:599-602.
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marketplace, that carrier will not get (or retain) customers, and will eventually fail. This585
is true with or without Lifeline subsidies to the carriers’ customers.586

However, rather than allowing new carriers to provide services for Lifeline customers587
and implement business plans that have been successful in other states, Staff’s Section588
54.201(h) seven criteria and six-month operations’ rule attempts to preordain which589
carriers’ business plans will be successful in Illinois. As a result, Staff’s approach590
necessarily favors those carriers who are already designated as ETCs before Staff’s new591
requirements.592

Q: Staff also argues that Q LINK’s failure to provide service in Illinois, despite593
entering into a resale agreement with Sprint PCS, before applying for ETC594
designation demonstrates that it has not carried its burden to show that it can595
compete for customers.62 Is that true?596

A: No. Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony demonstrates that it is a well-funded company that597
merely made the business decision to launch Lifeline and non-Lifeline services at the598
same time.63 There are a myriad of reasons why this makes sense, from coordination,599
reporting, advertising concerns, and for other reasons. However, Staff’s decision to600
impose its seven criteria and six-month operations’ rule attempts to disrupt Q LINK’s601
business plan merely so that Staff can determine if the petitioners’ business plan will be602
successful in the Illinois marketplace. Staff’s approach is unfair, unnecessary, and603
discriminatory. Further, I would add that Q LINK’s business plan has been successfully604
deployed in 24 states, which Staff purposely discounts in its approach.605

Q. You said that Staff’s decision to impose its seven criteria and six-month operations’606
rule is discriminatory. Could you explain why you concluded that?607

A: Yes. It’s my opinion that Staff’s positions in this case have been capricious, arbitrary and608
discriminatory in several ways. First, as I described earlier, Staff has taken the position609
that proposed ETC services areas should be designated using a larger geographic area,610
while excluding any exchange that is only partially covered by wireless service. If the611
Commission were to apply Staff’s rule to Q LINK, the effect would be to deny Q LINK612
the ability to provide ETC supported services in all areas where it could provide services.613
Further, Staff’s approach denies Lifeline eligible consumers access to the Lifeline614
program or additional Lifeline providers merely because they happen to live near an area615
with limited coverage. As stated, Q LINK has identified its proposed ETC designation by616
wire center area, a smaller geographic designation, which allows Q LINK’s proposed617
ETC service area to be larger than it would be under Staff’s whole exchange-based618
service area approach. Staff provides no justification for its refusal to use the smaller619
geographic area for designation purposes. Further, other carriers in Illinois have been620
approved using smaller geographic areas than exchanges. Therefore, as a result of Staff’s621
decision to use exchanges in this matter, if ETC designated, Q LINK will be forced to622

62 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 28:636-29:643.

63 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 11:276-13:306.
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compete for Lifeline customers in a smaller service area than previous Lifeline market623
entrants.624

Further, Staff’s seven criteria and six-month operations’ rule similarly places Q LINK at625
a competitive disadvantage to other Illinois wireless ETC providers because the same626
criteria is not applied to their service. If Q LINK is designated as an ETC provider627
subject to these requirements, Q LINK will be required to suspend its Lifeline sales if its628
non-Lifeline product offering experiences sluggish sales. The Commission has not629
imposed this requirement involuntarily on any other ETC provider. Further, Staff’s630
proposal would require additional reporting that applies solely to Q LINK, requiring Q631
LINK to expend resources that no other wireless ETC providers in Illinois are required to632
expend.633

Q: You indicate that Q LINK’s business plan has been successfully deployed in 24634
other states. Does this include both Lifeline and non-Lifeline services?635

A: Yes.636

Q. However, Staff still continues to argue that Q LINK has not made its business case637
in Illinois, sufficient to demonstrate its designation will not result in waste, fraud638
and abuse of the Lifeline program.64 How do you respond?639

A: Staff makes the incredible conclusion that “[a] profit-maximizing entity makes its entry640
decision based on its assessment of its ability to profitably compete in the market” and,641
because Q LINK’s business plan launches both Lifeline and non-Lifeline services in642
Illinois at the same time, Q LINK must believe that “it would not be able to operate and643
maintain a profitable wireless operation in Illinois without access to subsidies.”65 Staff’s644
assumptions and conclusions are wrong. Q LINK’s business plan to launch both Lifeline645
and non-Lifeline services at the same time creates efficiencies and reduces expenses646
(such as compliance costs and advertising) which would otherwise be duplicated by two647
separate launches. In addition, Staff is incorrect that Q LINK believes it would be648
unsuccessful launching solely non-Lifeline services in Illinois. Q LINK does not need649
Lifeline support to have the financial funds to enter any market, including Illinois, as650
Staff suggests. And, as I will discuss later in my testimony, Q LINK’s financial651
documents demonstrate that, when Q LINK does enter a market, its services are652
overwhelmingly non-Lifeline. Q LINK’s business decision to launch its non-Lifeline653
services at the same time as its Lifeline services does not render Q LINK ineligible for654
ETC designation.655

Q: Let’s discuss Q LINK’s wholesale services. Staff questions whether Q LINK656
provides wholesale services.66 How do you respond?657

64 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 52:1138-53:1168.

65 Id. at 52:1149-1155.

66 Id. at 21:489-23:514.
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A: Staff makes the conclusion that Q LINK does not provide wholesale services based on658
several faulty data request responses and misinterpretation of Q LINK’s data request659
responses. First, Q LINK’s response to Data Request 5.07C incorrectly attempted to state660
that the only other service Q LINK provides (aside from prepaid wireless661
telecommunications) is “wholesale prepaid calling card services.”67 That response662
should have stated “wholesale prepaid service,” not wholesale prepaid calling card663
service and, in any case, not been included because it is a telecommunications service. In664
addition to wholesale services, Q LINK provides retail prepaid wireless services. Second,665
Staff points to Q LINK’s response to Data Request 1.03 that “Q LINK did not have666
revenues in Illinois for 2012.”68 However, that Data Request sought only “Illinois667
wireless revenue,” and Q LINK’s response was therefore understood to exclude668
wholesale revenue. Third, Staff points to Q LINK’s response to Data Request No. 2.06669
which Q LINK amended to include wholesale and retail wireless customers. I discuss670
this response in greater detail below.671

Q: Can you provide any concrete evidence that shows Q LINK provides wholesale672
services?673

A: Yes. Attached as Confidential Exhibit 2.3 are portions of three contracts demonstrating674
that Q LINK currently offers wholesale wireless service to carriers nationwide.69675

Q: Based on Q LINK’s response in Data Request 5.07C, Staff concludes that Q LINK676
must be operating a wholesale prepaid calling card service, including in Illinois677
where it has no authority to provide prepaid calling card services.70 How do you678
respond?679

A: Q LINK does not provide wholesale or retail prepaid calling card services in Illinois.680
Moreover, Q LINK is certified by the Commission pursuant to Section 13-401 of the681
Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/13-401, in Docket No. 11-0739 to provide “Resold682
Prepaid Cellular Radio/ Wireless Telephone Service.”71 I do not believe the rules require683
Q LINK to be certified under Section 13-404.1.72 Further, a “prepaid wireless calling684
service” does not include “prepaid wireless telecommunications services,” which are685
services that allow a caller to dial 9-1-1, that are paid for in advance and are sold in686
predetermined units or dollars which “declines with use in a known amount.” 73687

67 Staff Exhibit 2.06.

68 Staff Exhibit 2.05c.

69 This document is filed under seal and is confidential. The information contained in this document is access-
restricted.

70 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 23:517-24:538.

71 http://www.icc.illinois.gov/docket/files.aspx?no=11-0739&docId=174238, Application in Docket No. 11-0379.

72 220 ILCS 5/13-404.1.

73 See 220 ILCS 5/13-230 and 50 ILCS 751/10.
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Q: Outside Illinois, Staff also questions whether Q LINK has provided any wireless688
non-Lifeline (or Lifeline) service to end users “since 2011”.74 How do you respond?689

A: First, Staff’s assertions misconstrue Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony. In that testimony, I690
stated that “Q LINK has been providing wireless service since 2011.”75 Q LINK was691
founded in 2011 and provides wireless services. I did not mean to imply that Q LINK692
provided wireless services since 2011. Q LINK’s first customers were in mid-2012 after693
Q LINK entered into its carrier agreement with Sprint PCS in March 2012, and after694
being authorized to provide wireless authority in Illinois on January 25, 2012.695

Second, Staff argues that Q LINK reported non-Lifeline revenue on its most696
recent FCC Form 499-A.76 Q LINK has discovered that its 2013 FCC Form 499-A697
incorrectly states its non-Lifeline revenue. Since Q LINK resells services to companies698
who contribute to the Universal Service Fund, Q LINK is not required to make699
contributions revenue received from those companies that contribute to Lifeline, but was700
required to report this revenue on its FCC Form 499-A. Q LINK is taking steps to amend701
its FCC Form 499-A.702

Third, Staff argues that early responses to Data Request 2.06 showing non-703
Lifeline, coupled with no non-Lifeline advertising on Q LINK’s website and customer704
service line, demonstrate that Q LINK does not provide non-Lifeline services to end705
users.77 However, as discussed in its Rebuttal Testimony, Q LINK amended and revisited706
its response to Data Request 2.06 to properly show non-Lifeline customers.78 Further,707
Staff admits that Q LINK advertises non-Lifeline “top up” minutes to Lifeline708
customer.79 This service is a non-Lifeline offering to wireless end users. Further, Q709
LINK advertises other non-Lifeline wireless services. For example, its website710
http://qlinkprepaid.com/ solely advertises non-Lifeline wireless services. Consequently,711
Staff’s repeated claims that there is no evidence that Q LINK provides non-Lifeline (or712
Lifeline) wireless service to end users are false.713

Q: Q LINK’s 2012 audit report describes Q LINK’s primary activity as a “prepaid714
wireless telecommunications carrier designated as an Eligible Telecommunications715
Carrier (‘ETC’) solely for the purpose of participating in the Lifeline Program.”80716
Is that correct?717

A: No, the auditors’ report states that Q LINK is a successful Lifeline provider. The718
auditors’ report would be more complete if it had included a description of all of the Q719

74 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 29:644-30:660, 32:713-33:721.

75 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 10:250-251.

76 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 30:658-671.

77 Id. at 30:672-32:704.

78 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 14:339-15:352.

79 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 31: fn. 91.

80 Q LINK Exhibit 1.6.

REDACTED

REDACTED
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LINK service offerings I described earlier and stated that Lifeline is one of the services Q720
LINK provides. However, merely because an auditors’ report describes a portion of Q721
LINK’s business does not justify Staff’s assumption that the description “contradicts its722
claim that it will launch wireless services in non-Lifeline”81 for end users at the same723
time as Lifeline end users in Illinois. Q LINK has provided evidence of non-Lifeline724
customers in the other states it launched service and, indeed, even Q LINK’s FCC725
compliance plan details Q LINK’s intentions: “Q LINK will provide service to both726
Lifeline and non-Lifeline customers. Q LINK intends to launch its retail and Lifeline727
wireless service simultaneously.”82728

Q: Staff also states that Q LINK’s response to third response to Staff Data Request 2.06729
indicating more than wireless non-Lifeline customers is inconsistent730
with its prior responses showing wireless non-Lifeline customers.83731
How do you respond?732

A: As I explained earlier and in Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony, Q LINK misunderstood the733
request, responding with information limited to wireless non-wholesale information.84 Q734
LINK has corrected its response. Further, it is my understanding that Staff’s argument735
that wholesale wireless service cannot be considered wireless non-Lifeline service85 is736
inconsistent with FCC findings.86 The information provided by Q LINK in its amended737
response to Data Request 2.06 indicates customer counts where Q LINK did not receive738
Lifeline subsidies.739

Q: Staff further argues that Q LINK’s response to Data Request 2.07, seeking Lifeline740
customer counts from other states, is inconsistent with its certified statements to the741
FCC in its FCC Form 497 submission.87 How do you respond?742

A: Q LINK has addressed this in its Rebuttal Testimony.88 Q LINK is not required to743
identify its wholesale customer count on its FCC Form 497, and therefore did not include744
these numbers on that form. Further, Staff’s position that wholesale wireless service745
cannot be “wireless Lifeline end user customers” is inconsistent with the FCC’s746

81 Id. at 32:717-33:718.

82 Q LINK Compliance Plan, at pg. 22.

83 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 34:750-35:778.

84 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 14:339-15:352.

85 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 36:789-37:808.

86 See, e.g., Lifeline Reform Order, ¶ 451 (where the FCC proposed that “ETCs offering services at wholesale to
resellers would no longer be eligible to receive reimbursement from the Fund for such services when they are resold
as Lifeline services directly to end-users by resellers”).

87 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 39:860-41:919.

88 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 14:347-15:352.

REDACTED
REDACTED
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approach.89 The information provided by Q LINK in its amended response to Data747
Request 2.07 indicates customer counts where Q LINK received Lifeline subsidies.748

Q: In light of the evidence provided by Q LINK demonstrating non-Lifeline customers749
in other states, and the other information provided about Q LINK’s business plan,750
is Staff’s concern that Q LINK’s commitment to not rely exclusively on Lifeline751
services still valid?90752

A: No. Q LINK has demonstrated that it does not rely exclusively on Lifeline services, but753
those Lifeline services are but one component of its business plan in each state in which754
launches service.755

Q: Let’s turn to Staff’s analysis of Q LINK’s financial statements. Do you agree that756
there are inconsistencies between materials presented in data request responses and757
as attachments to Q LINK’s Rebuttal Testimony?758

A: No. Staff’s issue in analyzing these statements is apparent on the face of its testimony.759
Staff’s testimony compares the Statement of Operations, the Audited Balance Sheet and760
the Audited Profit Loss Statement for 2012.91 These financial statements show different761
items in different formats, and are not subject to a 1:1 comparison.762

Staff’s “apples to oranges” comparison does not stand up to scrutiny. Staff states that it763
compared the Statement of Operations to the Audited Profit Loss Statement to reveal that764
“bankcard deposit-test” appears on the Audited Profit and Loss Statement but not on the765
Statement of Operations.92 Further, Staff charges that revenues labelled as “sales766
revenue” on the Audited Profit Loss Statement are re-named “wholesale carrier767
revenue.”93 And, Staff claims that Q LINK “tacitly claims in its 2012 income statement768
… that it did not receive Lifeline support revenues in 2012.”94 However, upon a closer769
inspection of the Statement of Operations, it is apparent that all of the subcategories listed770
on the Audited Profit Loss Statement do not appear on the Statement of Operations. In771
other words, the Statement of Operations is a high-level summary. Q LINK did not772
“remove” select categories. Further, re-labeling of the “sales revenue” category was773
necessary precisely because the auditor removed Lifeline related revenue from the report.774
Lifeline revenue is reported on the income. 95 Q LINK Exhibit 1.4 is an example of Q775
LINK’s income report and shows Lifeline income. And, to clarify that no Lifeline776
income was included in the sales revenue numbers on the Statement of Operations, using777
a generic “sales revenue” term could imply that Lifeline revenue was included.778

89 See, supra, fn. 86.

90 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 43:960-978.

91 See id. at 44:982-45:1011, citing Statement of Operations, Audited Profit Loss Statement and Balance Sheet.

92 Id. at 44:992-993.

93 Id. at 44:994-45:997.

94 Id. at 45:998-1003.

95 See Staff Exhibit 2.10a (listing “LifeLine (Federal) Income” and “LifeLine (State) Income”).
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At the end of the day, Staff’s confusion regarding its analysis of Q LINK’s documents779
relates to a misunderstanding of what each report is meant to represent. Q LINK’s780
Statement of Operations shows Q LINK’s operations without Lifeline income;96 Q781
LINK’s Income Statement shows a more complete picture with its business with Lifeline782
customers.783

In addition, I note that comparing the documents reveals that the numbers match. For784
example, the Statement of Operations unsurprisingly states the same amount of non-785
Lifeline sales revenue as the Audited Profit Loss statement, showing786
in both reports. And, I would note that the Statement of Operations that Staff calls into787
doubt was created using a third-party certified public accountant, Lopez Levi &788
Associates, P.A.789

Staff’s attempt to impart a nefarious intent by Q LINK to claim no Lifeline customers in790
2012 (despite reporting Lifeline revenues on its 2013 FCC Form 499-A)97 is unfounded.791

Q: Staff also questions the credibility of Q LINK based on its financial documents.98792
Let’s examine these claims in detail. First, Staff claims that the 2012 Q LINK793
auditors report states that Q LINK’s “primary activity is prepaid wireless794
telecommunications carrier designated as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier795
(‘ETC’) solely for the purpose of participating [in] the Lifeline program.”99 Is796
Lifeline your “primary” activity?797

A: No. I addressed the inartfully drafted auditors’ statement earlier. However, I note that798
Staff interprets the auditors’ statement to mean that “Q LINK’s revenues from its primary799
activity are exclusively (or almost exclusively) Lifeline support revenues.”100 The800
auditors’ statement makes no such “exclusivity” claim. As I’ve stated, the auditors’801
statement should not have listed providing Lifeline service as Q LINK’s “primary”802
activity, but one of the services Q LINK offers. The auditors’ misstatement does not call803
into doubt the fact that Q LINK has never relied exclusively on Lifeline support for its804
revenue sources, as I described in my Rebuttal Testimony.101805

Q: Staff also claims that the 2012 financial documents show that of Q806
LINK’s service was non-Lifeline and that that information does not match807

96 As urged by the FCC in the Lifeline Reform Order, Q LINK makes a concerted effort to track and understand its
non-Lifeline business separate and apart from its business with Lifeline customers.

97 Staff sets up the straw man argument of stating that Q LINK claims no Lifeline revenues in is “income
statements” (but referring to its Statement of Operations), then points out Staff believes Q LINK’s 2013 FCC Form
499-A statement over the financial documents. Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 45:998-1003. Q LINK made no such claim
of not receiving Lifeline revenues in 2012 (tacitly or otherwise).

98 Id. at 45:1012-49:1090.

99 Id. at 32:710-713; 45:1015-1016.

100 Id. at 46:1017-1019.

101 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 11:276-12:302.

REDACTED
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information revenue reported on Q LINK’s its 2013 FCC Form 499-A.102 How do808
you respond?809

A: I addressed Staff’s concern about Q LINK’s FCC Form 499-A earlier. As I’ve stated, Q810
LINK’s is revising its FCC Form 499-A. In addition, however, Staff argues that Q LINK811
should have provided its “prepaid calling card revenues” on line 411 of the 2013 FCC812
form 499-A, regardless of whether provided to end users or wholesale customers.103 To813
be clear: Q LINK does not provide prepaid calling card service, it provides prepaid814
wireless retail and wholesale service, and was certified as such by the Commission in815
Docket No. 11-0739.104 Staff’s attempt to question my truthfulness is based on Staff’s816
incorrect assertions that Q LINK’s service is a “prepaid calling card service.”817

In addition, I note that the high percentage of non-Lifeline customers in 2012 (when Q818
LINK launched in various states) moderated to819

in 2013, as shown in Q LINK’s 2013 January to September 2013820
Income Statement.105 It is ironic that Q LINK is able to demonstrate that its non-Lifeline821
to Lifeline service initially exceeded Staff’s new Section 54.201(h) ratio requirements in822
2012 in other states, but Staff refuses to accept the results. The financial statements also823
demonstrate that Q LINK’s business plan, as implemented in other states, results in an824
initial burst of non-Lifeline subscribers over Lifeline subscribers. These numbers are a825
testament to the success of Q LINK’s business plan, and the technical and financial826
ability of Q LINK.827

Q: Does Staff take issue with any other aspects of Q LINK’s financial statements?828

A: Yes. Staff argues that Q LINK’s Lifeline revenues increased while its829
operating income and net income have declined.106 Staff’s argument discounts the830
experiences faced by new businesses (and further demonstrates why Staff should not be831
in the business of choosing which business plans will be “successful” in the marketplace).832
Q LINK’s businesses grew quickly at inception and I expect it will moderate over time.833
Q LINK’s initial business expenditures are generally higher at inception, and will level834
off over time. In this way, Q LINK’s trajectory is unremarkable as its inception was in835
2011, but it did not begin selling its services until mid-2012. Q LINK would not be a836
successful business if it did not experience exponential growth after launching during837
2012.838

Q: Does Staff raise any credibility concerns beyond Q LINK’s financial documents?839

102 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 46:1021-48:1058.

103 Id. at 47:1032-1036 (emphasis added).

104 Staff makes this assumption repeatedly throughout its Rebuttal Testimony. See, e.g., Staff Rebuttal Testimony,
48:1067-49:1069. To the extent Staff’s conclusions are based on this false premise, Staff’s conclusions are faulty.

105 See Q LINK Exhibit 1.5.

106 Id. at 49:1091-50:1106.

REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
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A: Yes. Staff argues that “the claim that Q Link has provided wireless services to non-840
Lifeline (and Lifeline) end customers in its ETC states is refuted by information and841
evidence in this proceeding and not supported by information from its websites.”107842
However, with respect to Lifeline end user customers, Staff’s concern overlooks its own843
testimony relying on Q LINK’s FCC Form 499-A filing to argue that Q LINK844
exclusively provided Lifeline services (which Q LINK denies). There can be no dispute845
that Q LINK provides Lifeline services to end users. Further, with respect to non-846
Lifeline, Staff’s concern rejects Q LINK’s testimonial evidence, financial documents, Q847
LINK’s advertising (including its non-Lifeline prepaid wireless website at:848
http://qlinkprepaid.com/), and data request responses showing a significant amount of849
non-Lifeline end user customers.850

Q: Despite Staff’s concerns, has Q LINK carried its burden under Section 54.201(h)?851

A: Yes. Q LINK has provided information relating to each of the relevant considerations852
detailed in the Lifeline Reform Order, and has demonstrated that it has successfully853
launched its business plan in 24 other states, notwithstanding Staff’s insistence on an854
Illinois-specific analysis and arguments that the Commission should impose a seven855
criteria test and six-month rule for Section 54.201(h) evaluations. Q LINK’s clearly856
stated business plan to launch non-Lifeline and Lifeline service simultaneously has been857
successful in 24 other states and Q LINK has demonstrated that it has the technical and858
financial capabilities to be successful in Illinois. Q LINK has carried its burden under859
Section 54.201(h).860

D. Benefit-Cost Analysis.861

Q: Staff contends that Q LINK has not demonstrated that Q LINK’s service offering862
will result in increased consumer choice.108 Do you have any additional evidence to863
support Q LINK’s contention on this point?864

A: Sure. If granted ETC designation in Illinois, Q LINK will be operating as a wireless ETC865
designee in Illinois. Q LINK has compared the plans provided by other wireless carriers866
in Illinois based on the list of wireless Lifeline providers identified on the Commission’s867
website.109 A summary of some of the relevant points from these other wireless Lifeline868
plans (based on a review of the carriers’ website) is below: 110869

870

107 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 50:1115-51:1118.

108 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 58:1279-1281.

109 http://www.icc.illinois.gov/Consumer/LifelineAndLinkUp.aspx

110 www.cellular1.net; http://www.mycricket.com/community/cell-phone-news/illinois-cricket-lifeline-credit;
www.ivcellular.com; www.iwireless.com; www.reachoutmobile.com/index.php; www.carewireless.com/;
www.lifewireless.com/about.php; www.safelink.com; www.uscellular.com;
www.yourtelwireless.com/plans/lifeline-free-plans/.
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871

Wireless Carrier Partial Summary of Lifeline Plan(s)

CELLULAR PROPERTIES, INC. (D/B/A CELLULAR
ONE OF EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS)

Offers a $18.64 (after discount) Lifeline Plan;
directory assistance calls charged at $1.99 per call;
no long distance included; must purchase own
handset; minute plan not listed.

CRICKET WIRELESS

$10 Lifeline discount offered; customer must
activate a non-Lifeline account to apply for
Lifeline; minute plans and rates not listed.

ILLINOIS VALLEY CELLULAR

Offers a $8.70 (after discount) Lifeline Plan in
select local area or $12.70 (after discount) Lifeline
Plan in 8-county area; must purchase own handset;
$15 activation charge.

IWIRELESS Unable to find Lifeline offerings.

NEXUS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. (D/B/A
REACHOUT)

States that it “converts the total amount of
discounted service into minutes each month for
one year.” Did not locate plans.

PLATINUMTEL COMMUNICATIONS (D/B/A CARE
WIRELESS)

Offers 300 Free ($15 before discount) minutes
every month or 750 text messages; free handset;
directory assistance charges $0.50 from balance
plus airtime; also offers “Free 911 Access”

TELRITE CORPORATION (D/B/A LIFE WIRELESS)

Offers 125 monthly minutes with rollover free
(after discount) or 250 minutes without rollover
free (after discount); no activation fee

TRACFONE WIRELESS INC. (D/B/A SAFELINK)

Offers 68 free (after discount) monthly minutes
with rollover and long distance, 125 free (after
discount) monthly minutes with rollover and no
long distance, or 250 free (after discount) monthly
minutes with no rollover and no long distance

US CELLULAR

Offers 300 minutes for $29.99 or 700 minutes for
$39.99 (not clear if discount applied already);
requires two year agreement and subject to early
termination fee

YOURTEL WIRELESS

250 free (after discount) voice minutes text
charged at 1 minute per text sent or received; no
rollover.

872

As explained in its Amended Application, Q LINK proposes to offer (1) a 68 monthly873
minute plan with rollover minutes and free domestic and international long distance, with874
a text message charged at 1/3 of a minute per text; (2) a 125 monthly minute plan with875
rollover minutes, with text messages charged at 1 minute per text; and (3) a 250 monthly876
minute plan with no rollover minutes, with texts charged at 1 minute per text.111 Further,877

111 Amended Application, at pgs. 4-5.
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Q LINK proposes to provide a free handset upon activation, access to several features,878
free directory assistance and, as a prepaid provider, no contract restrictions will apply.112879

Of the plans for which we were able to obtain Lifeline plan information, I first note that880
many of the providers do not offer a ‘free of charge’ (after application of the Lifeline881
discount) plan. By contrast, all three of Q LINK’s proposed Lifeline plans are free (after882
discount) to the consumer and, therefore Q LINK would offer low-income consumers a883
lower-cost alternative in the marketplace.884

Of the plans that offer free (after discount) service, Q LINK proposes to provide service885
plans a unique combination (after discount) of offerings: free handset, free activation,886
free minutes, no contract, the ability to rollover minutes in some plans, and free directory887
assistance service. For example, Care Wireless offers free minutes but charges for888
directory assistance calls. Life Wireless appears to only offer international calling889
through prepaid calling cards separate from its Lifeline plans. This service plan890
combination distinguishes Q LINK from other providers in the marketplace.891

Q LINK also attempted to comprehensively compare its proposed ETC service area to892
some of the currently designated ETC providers in Illinois, but was unable to because893
their service areas were ill-defined. For example, Tracfone Wireless Inc. (d/b/a Safelink)894
received an ETC designation with the following service area: “In Illinois, TracFone895
obtains service from the following underlying carriers: ALLTEL; AT&T Wireless; T-896
Mobile; US Cellular; and Verizon Wireless” and attached a list of rural and non-rural897
ILEC names (without exchanges, zip codes or wire centers).113 And Telrite Corporation898
d/b/a Life Wireless received designation with a high-level RF coverage map showing899
wireless coverage for the entire Midwest from Ohio and Kentucky, to Iowa and900
Arkansas.114, 115 In contrast, Q LINK requests ETC service designation in wire center901
areas covered by Sprint PCS, one of the few underlying providers not constituting902
Tracfone’s ETC service area.903

In addition, Q LINK has examined the Illinois Lifeline marketplace and determined that904
current ETC providers are not fulfilling the goals of the Lifeline program. Currently,905
there are over 864,000 eligible Lifeline consumers in Illinois who do not receive service906
from another Illinois ETC provider.116 Further, there are a total of 1,466,400 Lifeline907

112 Id.

113 http://www.icc.illinois.gov/docket/files.aspx?no=09-0213&docId=135734, In re TracFone Wireless, Inc.’s
Petition for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier in the State of Illinois for the Limited Purpose
of Offering Lifeline Service to Qualified Households, Dkt. No. 09-0213, see Petition and Exhibit 11; see also Order,
designating the service area as “all portions of the State of Illinois where wireless service is available from
TracFone’s underlying carriers.”

114 http://www.icc.illinois.gov/docket/files.aspx?no=10-0512&docId=159339, In re Telrite Corporation’s Amended
Application for Designation as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier, Dkt. No. 10-0512, see Exhibit A.

115 As stated earlier, Staff’s new requirements are discriminatory because previously designed ETC providers are not
required to comply.

116 See CGM Industry Activity Tracker, received from Bryant Peters, Compliance and Growth Manager, CGM,
LLC; see also Q LINK Exhibit 3.1 and 3.2.
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eligible consumer in Illinois, which means that the current wireline and wireless Illinois908
providers are not serving close to 60% of the market.117 The Lifeline component of Q909
LINK’s business plan is designed to address this market shortfall. Q LINK’s business910
plan goes into greater detail concerning Q LINK’s approach, attached hereto as911
Confidential Exhibit 2.4.118912

Lastly, as I explained in my Rebuttal Testimony,119 Q LINK is unique in that it will use a913
kiosk-based outreach and marketing approach to reach consumers who are not currently914
being served by existing Illinois ETCs. While Staff doubts Q LINK’s kiosk approach,120915
Q LINK has already entered into an agreement with a third-party to implement its kiosk916
outreach program in other states, and has begun its direct outreach program to place917
kiosks directly with retailers in other states. A further description of Q LINK’s kiosk918
outreach and marketing program is attached as Exhibit 2.5.919

Q: Staff states that Q LINK should demonstrate “that its Lifeline offerings represent a920
meaningful increase in consumer choice and will thus produce the benefits of921
increased consumer choice.”121 Has Q LINK made such a demonstration?922

A: Yes. Q LINK’s comparison with other wireless ETC providers in Illinois and its923
testimonial evidence122 demonstrate that low-income consumers in Illinois will have an924
additional Lifeline option to choose from when deciding which carrier best serves their925
unique needs.926

Q: Staff also contends Q-LINK’s Lifeline-supported services must “produce benefits to927
consumers that are currently unavailable in the marketplace” to demonstrate that928
Q LINK’s service offering will result in increased consumer choice.123 Do you929
agree?930

A: No. Staff’s statement again makes a basic misstatement about how the marketplace931
functions. The cost of a plan is not the only consideration for consumers in deciding932
whether to choose a certain carrier, as Staff apparently assumes. For example, outside the933
telecommunications context, Southwest Airlines and United Airlines may fly to the same934
location, and a United Airlines flight may cost consumers a third-more to fly to the same935
location, but that does not mean that United Airlines does not create benefits to936
consumers in the marketplace. Marketplace benefits are both tangible (such as customer937
service benefits and convenience) and intangible (such as name-recognition and brand938

117 Id.

118 This document is filed under seal and is confidential. The information contained in this document is acces-
restricted.

119 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 34:815-35:827.

120 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 63:1402-64:1427.

121 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 58:1273-1275.

122 See Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 33:788-35:830.

123 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 58:1291-1292.
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identification). Q LINK’s evidence details tangible and intangible features about its939
proposed Lifeline plans that, in combination, offer consumers a unique offering. Further,940
it is well-established that new entrants in a marketplace create competitive pressure on941
market participants by increasing customer service and service offerings, and decreasing942
the cost of plans.943

Q: Is a study necessary to establish these market concepts?944

A: No.945

Q: What are some of the other distinguishing factors that set Q LINK’s services out in946
the marketplace?947

A: Well, in addition to those factors that I described earlier, Q LINK offers international948
calling and consumer-oriented customer service by performing billing, customer service,949
enrollment and verification in-house through well-trained professionals, to name a few.124950

Q: Are you describing supported services?951

A: No, all ETC designees are required to provide supported services. However, these952
unsupported services, and the other items I’ve described, allow Q LINK to compete in the953
marketplace in 24 other states, and stand out from its competitors. Since all ETC954
designees are required to provide supported services, aside from modifying the number of955
minutes offered or the amount of the discounted price (which Q LINK cannot do because956
all of its Lifeline plans are free after discount), offering unsupported services is the only957
way to distinguish one carrier from another carrier.958

Q: Does Staff’s test for evaluating unsupported features or services account for959
consumer choice in the marketplace?960

A: No. Staff argues that any new entrant must offer unsupported features or services that are961
different and non-trivial than prior those of earlier market entrants to result in consumer962
benefits in the marketplace.125 Again, this is a false concept and artificially builds barriers963
to new market entrants. Further, the premise is counter to basic supply and demand964
market principles. Even if a carrier provides the same supported and unsupported965
features, the new market entrants’ mere participation in the market will result in966
downward pressure on price and upward pressure on consumer service and service967
offerings. This is necessarily so because the new market entrant and the existing market968
participants must compete for customers. This is true with or without the Lifeline subsidy969
because ETC designees must pass through the entire amount of the subsidy to Lifeline970
customers. And, in fact, the premise of the 1996 Telecommunications Act was built on971
this same concept. However, Staff takes the position that every ETC provider must be972
different from all others who came before them in the marketplace. Such a requirement973
places an artificial constraint for new market entrants.974

124 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 33:788-35:830.

125 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 61: fn.1355.
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Q: Has Q LINK demonstrated that Illinois consumers will benefit from its975
participation in the market?976

A: Yes. Q LINK has demonstrated that its proposed Lifeline program will provide low-977
income Illinois residents with convenience and accessibility, while allowing them to978
choose from a unique combination of features and plan options, and will increase the979
number of wireless ETC providers, placing competitive pressure on all Illinois ETC980
providers to increase their plans’ number of minutes without increasing the consumers’981
out-of-pocket cost and to offer additional features and services.982

E. Ability to Comply with Rules, Laws and FCC/ICC Requirements983

Q: Has Q LINK taken any additional steps to ensure that it meets its E9-1-1984
obligations?985

A: Yes. Q LINK has entered into a resale agreement with T-Mobile on September 12,986
2013.126 One of the principal concerns raised by Staff in this proceeding was Q LINK’s987
ability to guarantee E9-1-1 service. Now, if Sprint PCS’s service is unavailable for E9-1-988
1 call completion, Q LINK can rely on T-Mobile to complete the call.989

Q: Does the addition of T-Mobile as an underlying provider change Q LINK’s990
proposed ETC service area designation.991

A: No. Q LINK continues to request that its ETC service area be limited to (i) wire center992
areas in AT&T Illinois, Frontier North, Inc.- IL, and Frontier Communications of the993
Carolinas, Inc.- IL exchanges, but only (ii) to the extent that Sprint PCS provides994
sufficient wireless coverage.995

Q: Can you provide any other assurances relating to Q LINK’s commitment to meet996
E9-1-1 obligations?997

A: Yes. While Sprint PCS has not expressly measured compliance with Part 736, Sprint998
PCS has repeatedly certified its E9-1-1 capabilities to remain functional in emergency999
circumstances.127 Q LINK will have the same capabilities to remain functional in1000
emergency circumstances as Sprint PCS and, with the addition of T-Mobile as an1001
underlying provider, redundancy is provided to Sprint PCS’s capabilities.1002

Q: Please clarify Q LINK’s commitment regarding E9-1-1 surcharges.1003

A: Sure. Q LINK incorrectly stated that all 911 traffic is handled in accordance with 831004
Illinois Administrative Code 725 and the Emergency Telephone System Act in its1005
Rebuttal Testimony.128 Q Link is aware that, as a prepaid wireless provider, there are two1006

126 The agreement is via services provided by Prepaid Wireless Wholesale, LLC.

127 Sprint Nextel Corporation Verified Filing in Compliance with 47 C.F.R. § 54.209, CC Dkt. No. 96-45 (filed Sept.
30, 2011), at pg. 6.

128 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 67:1472-68:1499.
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statutes in Illinois that govern wireless carriers’ E9-1-1 surcharge obligations: the1007
Wireless Emergency Telephone Safety Act and the Prepaid Wireless 9-1-1 Surcharge1008
Act.129 Further, Q LINK is aware that the remittance amount for the Prepaid Wireless 9-1009
1-1 Surcharge is calculated on the amount of the receipts of telecommunications service1010
sale, meaning that the surcharge is calculated based on pre- Lifeline discount charge to1011
the consumer. Also, to clarify, Q LINK currently handles no E9-1-1 traffic in Illinois.1012

Q: Does Staff also take issue with Q LINK’s commitments to complying with FCC and1013
Commission rules, laws and requirements?1014

A: Yes. Staff first discusses the Q LINK FCC Form 499-A,130 which I addressed earlier.1015
Staff next describes how a recorded customer service message and Q LINK’s website1016
incorrectly states that Lifeline customers are “required” to make one telephone call per1017
month to keep their service active. 131 Q LINK has fixed both the website and the1018
prerecorded message1019

Q: Does Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony raise any other issues with Q LINK’s ability to1020
comply with FCC and Commission rules, laws and requirements?1021

A: No.1022

F. Additional Commitments1023

Q: Staff expresses concern about a number of commitments presented in Q LINK’s1024
Application and Amended Application.132 What was the purpose of including these1025
commitments?1026

A: Q LINK is committed to complying with all ETC requirements in Illinois. Previously,1027
Staff proposed similar conditions for an ETC petitioner. Q LINK modified these previous1028
conditions to fit its particular circumstances. I’ll address each Condition raised in Staff’s1029
Rebuttal Testimony:1030

Condition No. 5: I testified about this Condition earlier with regard to Q LINK’s1031
commitment in its Amended Application to provide a “list of exchanges” which1032
Staff construes as an “exchange-based” service area designation. Q LINK made1033
no such commitment. Aside from the list of exchanges, Q LINK has provided1034
Staff with maps, by wire center area, showing the requested ETC service area.1331035
Further, as discuss earlier, Q LINK provided evidence that it is able to provide1036
supported services to wireless customers in the requested ETC area. Q LINK has1037
fulfilled its commitment in Condition No. 5.1038

129 50 ILCS 751 and 50 ILCS 753.

130 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 69-:1534-70:1553.

131 Id. at 70:1554-72:1591.

132 Id. at 72:1593-77:1696.

133 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 17:382-384.
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Conditions 9-10: Staff’s Direct Testimony proposed that Q LINK’s commitment1039
to retain proof of identify (e.g., copies of government-issued identification)1040
violates the spirit, if not the letter, of the FCC document prohibition.134 In1041
response, Q LINK will modify its commitment to conform to Staff’s suggestion.1042

Condition No. 13: Staff’s Direct Testimony points out that Q LINK’s sample1043
Service Description does not state the rates for the proposed Lifeline service plans1044
before application of the Lifeline discount.135 In response, Q LINK has modified1045
its website to include this information and will include this information in1046
provided to consumers.1047

Condition No. 19: Staff’s Direct Testimony points out that the Amended1048
Application states on page 5 that calls to Q LINK customer service are free but1049
Condition No. 19 commits to offering 30 minutes of wireless customer service1050
calls for free, then Q LINK will apply regular rates. To clarify, all customer1051
service calls for Q LINK are free. Condition No. 19 is not Q LINK’s policy and1052
is withdrawn.1053

G. Miscellaneous1054

Q: Will Q LINK provide supported services using a combination of its own facilities1055
and the resale of another carrier’s services, as stated in its Rebuttal Testimony?1361056

A: No. As stated in its Rebuttal Testimony, Q LINK availed itself of the FCC’s grant of1057
blanket forbearance.137 A copy of the FCC’s Public Notice approving Q LINK’s1058
Compliance Plan is attached as Exhibit 4 to the Amended Application.1059

Q: Could you address Staff’s concerns relating to Illinois’ inclusion in the website?1381060

A: Yes. First, I’d like to reiterate that Q LINK took steps to address Illinois’ inclusion on1061
the Q LINK Lifeline website and takes its commitment to protect consumer information1062
and consumers’ interest seriously. As I explained in my Rebuttal Testimony, Q LINK has1063
numerous procedures in place to validate applicant information and protect consumers’1064
interests,139 and has committed to complying with the Cellular Telecommunications and1065
Internet Association’s (CTIA) Consumer Code for Wireless Service and Commission1066
consumer protection rules.1401067

134 Staff Direct Testimony, 69:1511-70:1513.

135 Id. at 70:1527-1529.

136 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 3:66-67.

137 Id. at 5:104-111.

138 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 78:1730-81:1780.

139 Q LINK Rebuttal Testimony, 30:713-33:782.

140 Amended Application, at pg. 14.
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In addition, I’d like to clarify some of the issues Staff reports. Because Staff entered an1068
email address,141 an account on the website was automatically created (a web account)1069
relating to the fake@yahoo.com email address. That account can continue to be accessed1070
by the user until deleted by Q LINK, but was frozen because the information entered in1071
the State dropdown box was “Illinois”. The state dropdown box is not disabled for all1072
website users, just users who previously created a web account and chose “Illinois” in the1073
state dropdown box. Further, the website was re-programed to immediately reject any1074
Illinois or other non-ETC designated zip code associated with a new web account after1075
Staff pointed out the error.142 Below is a screenshot showing the message displayed1076
when a consumer attempts to open a new web account using a new email address and a1077
zip code that is not located in a Q LINK ETC designated service area:1078

1079

1080

Q: Does Staff creation of a web account likely explain Staff’s ability to continue to1081
access the site with an Illinois zip code after Q LINK addressed the problem?1082

A: Yes, probably. Even though Staff did not complete the four-step Lifeline enrollment1083
process, the information entered by Staff created a web account. To the extent Staff1084

141 Staff Rebuttal Testimony, 79:1745.

142 Users who already opened a web account can continue to enter their email address and Illinois zip code, but then
arrive at the address page which contains the frozen state dropdown box.
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continued to access the previously created web account, Staff continued to be able to1085
enter the email address and zip code associated with the previously-created web account.1086

H. Conclusion1087

Q: Does Q LINK’s application and submissions demonstrate compliance with all1088
Section 214(e)(2) evaluation criteria?1089

A: Yes. Q LINK has satisfied its burden, and should be designated as an ETC provider in1090
Illinois. Q LINK has shown that:1091

1. Q LINK properly identifies its proposed ETC service area.1092

2. Q LINK demonstrates its ability to meet Section 214(e)(1).1093

3. Q LINK carries its burden on proof under Illinois Section 54.201(h).1094

4. Q LINK demonstrates a willingness to protect consumers’ interest.1095

5. Q LINK establishes that its designation will produce concrete benefits to1096
consumers in Illinois.1097

6. Q LINK complies with FCC rules.1098

7. Q LINK establishes that it is able to comply with Commission rules.1099

8. Q LINK establishes that it is able to meet its wireless 9-1-1 surcharge obligations.1100

Q LINK’s submissions in this matter, including this Surrebuttal Testimony, demonstrate1101
that Q LINK meets its burden of proof for designation as an ETC provider in Illinois.1102

Q: Does this conclude your testimony?1103

A: Yes.1104

1105




